Oracle EBS
Upgrade and Consulting
Syntax provides end-to-end, Oracle E-Business Suite upgrade and implementation
solutions for companies that must stay fully supported by Oracle and avoid DeSupport
deadlines, need to integrate new business units into their Oracle EBS footprint, or who
simply wish to take full advantage of the latest in Oracle R12 technology.

ORACLE E-BUSINESS
SUITE UPGRADE
EXPERTS

A Track Record of Oracle
R12 Success

BEST OF THE BEST

Syntax has been delivering successful
upgrades to Oracle R12 for over a
decade and remains the market’s go-to
provider for project-based Oracle R12
solutions.
We follow an established methodology
that utilizes the Oracle OUM
standards. We begin each project
by reviewing your current setups,
CEMLI’s (customizations, extensions,
modifications, localizations and
integrations) and process flows.
From there we do a GAP analysis
to map your current processes
and requirements to Oracle R12
functionality. With your GAP
analysis complete, we deliver our
recommendations on whether a
simple, “vanilla” Oracle R12 technical
upgrade is right for you or whether
you need a full-scale E-Business
Suite reimplementation or something
in between. Once complete, our
consulting team delivers a detailed
project plan, designates
a project team and defines clear
milestones.
Syntax offers end-to-end support from
Kickoff to Go Live, and our Oracle
Application Managed Services team
provides hands-on Post-Production

Support to ensure that things like transaction
processing go smoothly after you are on
Oracle R12.
Syntax goes a step further to ensure that
you achieve the level of user acceptance
and adoption that is necessary for a
successful Oracle R12 upgrade. It is done by
documenting process flows and business
requirements, which you can use to provide
training and knowledge transfer to your end
users.
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Senior Oracle EBS
Consultants
Blended, On-Shore,
Off- Shore Delivery
Oracle Platinum Partner

AWARD WINNING
CLOUD FOR
ORACLE ERP
■■

Their 3 Data Centers

■■

Soc 1 & 2 Certified

■■

Zero RPO

Our Oracle consulting team is vertically
integrated and staffed by senior Oracle EBS
functional and technical experts who are
capable of deploying on-site or working
remotely to execute projects throughout
North and South America, Europe, and Asia.

■■

Two Hour RPO

The Syntax Consulting Services team also
staffs Fusion Middleware, OBIEE, SOA and
IDM experts who are able to support and
guide our customers as needed. Finally,
we back each of our consultants with our
Managed Services and Syntax Enterprise
Cloud teams, giving you 24/7 access to
functional and technical expertise that spans
the entire technology stack.

100+

Oracle Consulting Solutions
Delivered with a Difference

Contact Syntax to see how we can ensure
that your next Oracle R12 project finishes
successfully, on-time and on-budget.
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650+
Oracle ERP Customers

EBS Upgrades

50+
Net New
EBS Implementations

End-to-End Support to Ensure Oracle R12 Success
Syntax provides a comprehensive range of additional Oracle E-Business Suite services to
address all of your business requirements and secure user acceptance and adoption:
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Oracle EBS Archive and Purge
Oracle EBS Health Checks and Performance Tuning
Oracle ERP Ecosystem Management
Oracle Application Managed Services
Oracle Enterprise Cloud

Make Our Team, Your Team
When you choose Syntax as your Oracle EBS upgrade partner, you gain over 40 years of
experience in ERP implementations and upgrades. With our flexible, dynamic approach
and expansive scope of services, Syntax has established itself as the leading systems
integrator for organizations of all sizes across North America. Count on Syntax’s
experience, solution scalability and end-to-end support to ensure your Oracle EBS upgrade
is a success.

PAY AS YOU GROW

LOWER TCO

EFFICIENCY

FLEXIBILITY

SECURE

FAST

SCALABLE

Contact your Syntax Account Executive for more information
1.877.968.2948 | www.syntax.com

